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Abstract
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common primary liver malignancy with a high mortality rate. The gold standard for making the 
diagnosis is liver biopsy. However, this technique can sometimes be risky and contraindicated. Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography 
is a largely used therapeutic procedure in hepatobiliary malignancies in case of jaundice. The latter offers also an easy access to bile samples 
suitable for cytological examination. In addition to previously reported cases of HCC diagnosed by bile duct brushings, we are reporting the first 
case of endobiliary HCC diagnosed by bile aspiration. We emphasize this rare and non-invasive cytological technique presenting advantages such 
as cell block preparation and immunohistochemistry.
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Introduction    

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is listed in recent data as the fifth most 
common cause of cancer with 750,000 new cases of HCC per year and the 
second cancer- related death worldwide [1]. It is defined by the World Health 
Organization as primary malignancy of the liver composed of 
epithelial cells showing hepatocellular differentiation. The main risk factors 
include viral hepatitis B and C, alcoholic and non-alcoholic steatohepatitis 
among others. Liver biopsy remains the gold standard for diagnosing 
liver diseases and more specifically HCC [2-4]. In biliary specimens, 
cholangiocarcinoma is the usual type of carcinoma diagnosed. Few cases of 
HCC were reported in bile duct brushing (BDB) series [5-9], however, none 
was described in bile duct aspiration cohorts [10]. To our knowledge we report 
the first case of HCC diagnosed in extra-hepatic bile cytology confirmed by 
liver biopsy.

Case Presentation

Clinical findings

A 54 years old male patient was admitted to the emergency department for 
weakness, jaundice, pruritis and 2 weeks history of abdominal pain. In his past 
medical history, he had liver cirrhosis, oxygen dependent chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, chronic renal failure and ischemic cardiomyopathy. On 
physical examination, he was icteric and had abdominal tenderness. Liver 
blood tests showed cholestasis and cytolysis with elevated conjugated 
bilirubine, gamma-glutamyl transferase and transaminase associated with 

high alpha- fetoprotein level. Abdominal ultrasound showed a multi nodular 
liver parenchyma with bilateral intra hepatic bile duct dilation (Figure 1A). 
Due to acute renal failure, abdominal computed tomography scan (CT scan) 
was done without contrast injection (Figure 1B). Results were no conclusive 
concerning a suspicious intra hepatic lesion (7.9 × 6.4 cm) along with signs of 
chronic liver injury. The patient underwent an endoscopic retrograde 
cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) that showed left and right hepatic duct 
stenosis. Thick purulent material was evacuated from narrowing site and bile 
was collected before and after BDB and sent for cytological examination.

Bile cytopathologic findings

Bile aspiration specimen was performed as previously described by our team 
[11,12]. Bile smear was hypercellular, showing both highly isolated malignant 
cells and tridimensional clusters. The tumor cells were large, polygonal with 
an abundant granular cytoplasm, an enlarged nucleus and prominent nucleoli 
along with multiple naked nuclei. The presence of cytoplasmic bile pigments 
was observed. The background was rich in neutrophils with some benign 
appearing bile duct epithelium (Figure 2). Hematoxylin-eosin-safron staining 
on cell block (CB) showed histologically sheets malignant hepatocytes with 
few intracytoplasmic bile pigments and Mallory-Denk bodies (Figure 
3). Immunohistochemical study performed on CB confirmed the presence 
of hepatocellular differenciation with Hepatocyte and Arginase antibodies 
positivity (Figure 4A) and the malignant nature with Glypican 3 positivity 
(Figure 4B).

BDB showed a similar cytology pattern consisting of large malignant cells 
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Figure 1. (a) Abdominal ultrasound with doppler and (b) abdominal CT-scan without 
enhancement showing a central intrahepatic tumor invading the bile duct convergence 
(blue arrow) and the portal vein (asterix).
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with hepatoid morphology, some with crushing artefacts, on an inflammatory 
background and normal appearing duct epithelium (Figure 5).

After patient stabilization and obstruction relieve, a core needle biopsy 
was done for confirmation. Microscopically, it confirmed liver cirrhosis and 
showed foci of moderately differentiated HCC, Edmondson and Steiner’s 
grade 2, made up by medium to large tumor cells with eosinophilic cytoplasm 
and occasionally Mallory-Denk bodies (Figure 6). The nuclei were round to 
oval with moderate anisocaryosis and prominent nucleoli. The cells formed 
large trabeculae and expressed Arginase and Hepatocyte antigens on 
immunohistochemical analysis.

Due to the fact of advanced stage disease, the oncologists decided that 
the patient was not a candidate for surgery, chemotherapy or radiotherapy, 
and he only received supportive management. Due to multiorgan failure, the 
patient died 9 days after the diagnosis of HCC.

Discussion

The classic way for diagnosing HCC requires imaging and/or liver biopsy 
which represents the gold standard for the diagnosis [13]. However, in case of 
tumor protruding into the bile ducts, the diagnosis of HCC may also be made 
by cytology obtained after ERCP and we are reporting the first case of intra 
hepatic HCC invading the bile ducts diagnosed by bile aspiration cytology with 
CB preparation.

Based on literature review, only 17 diagnosis of HCC with cytology 
methods were previously reported: 16 cases after BDB and one case after 

Figure 2. Bile samples obtained by aspiration showing malignant hepatocytes on the left 
and normal duct epithelium in an honeycomb arrangement on the right. Papanicolaou 
stain (X10).

Figure 3. Bile aspiration showing polygonal cells with large nuclei, prominent 
nucleoli andcytoplasmic Mallory-Denk bodies (black arrows), cell block stained by 
hematoxylin-eosine-safron (X40).
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Figure 4.  Immunohistochemistry on bile aspiration cell block. (a) Arginase immuno-
labelling of tumoral hepatocytes at low power field (X10) and (b) Glypican 3 immuno-
labelling of tumoral hepatocytes at intermediate power field (X20).

Figure 5. Bile duct brushing showing polygonal cells with large nuclei and visible 
nucleoli (bottom right), some of them were altered by crushing artefacts seen on the left. 
Papanicolaou stain (X20).

Figure 6. Transparietal core needle liver biopsy showing moderately differentiated HCC 
made up of polygonal cells with large nuclei, prominent nucleoli and Mallory-Denk bodies 
(black arrow). Hematoxylin-eosine-safron stain (X10).
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BDB and fine needle aspiration (FNA) [5-9], (Table 1). Fifteen were confirmed 
after histology (core needle biopsy/ surgical resection).

Even though liver biopsy is the gold standard for HCC diagnosis, it may 
be a risky technique in some cases with variable complications influenced by 
several factors such as coagulation status, operator experience, presence of 
ascitis. The most frequent complication is the post-operative pain, reaching up 
to 86% of cases. Other complications are transient bacteremia (6-14%) and 
hemorrage (1%) [14]. 

In case of biliary obstruction, the ERCP represents a diagnostic and 
therapeutic procedure at the same time which allows bile ducts drainage by 
dilation and stent placement in case of stenosis and gives access to intraductal 
samples. In a large study, complication rate did not exceed 7%, with the most of 
them being benign [15]. The most serious complication is infectious cholangitis 
observed in 1.4%, with 7.85% mortality rate. Bile duct drainage has been for so 
long as a debatable option for infectious risk reduction [16,17]. Haemorrhage 
(2%), severe bleeding and perforation are extremely rare. Acute pancreatitis is 
associated with multiple contrast injection during the procedure [18-21].

In case of jaundice requiring an ERCP, intraductal samples should 
be systematically performed as they do not increase the morbidity of the 
procedure and they may provide a histopathological diagnosis. In these 
specific conditions, bile aspiration might be an alternative to core needle 
biopsy even though diagnostic performances, as well as the histological HCC 
subtypes determination, are unknown.

Besides, bile aspiration samples obtained during ERCP are of good 
quality for cytological analysis, if they are well conditioned. Unlike samples 
obtained by basic brushing, there do not present crushing artefacts and 
the realization of CB open the way to additional immunohistochemical and 
molecular studies [12].

Conclusion

In case of HCC obstructing bile ducts, bile samples obtained by 
aspiration during ERCP may represent a simple and safe way to obtain good 
quality samples allowing a diagnosis without increasing the invasiveness 
of the technique. In this clinical condition, it might be an alternative to the 
classical liver biopsy whose infectious risk is increased in case of bile duct 
obstruction. Moreover, whereas brushing samples quality is usually low, bile 
aspiration provides non altered cells, which is compatible with morphological, 
immunohistochemical and molecular analyses.
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Table 1. Literature review of HCC diagnosed from cytology specimens.

Authors Number of Cases Single (S)/Multiple (M) Intrahepatic(I)/Hilar (H) Cytology Technique Histology Diagnosis
Fu, LY [4] 1 S I BDB Surgical specimen HCC (clear cell)

Bhattarai, S [5] 14 S + M H BDB Biopsies 11 HCC (WD,PD, 
Fibrolamellar,NOS)

Kunz, G [6] 1 S H BDB+FNA Surgical specimen HCC 
(Fibrolamellar variant)

Dusenbery D [7] 1 S I BDB Biopsy HCC
Schmelzle M [8] 1 S I BDB Biopsy HCC, ectopic

Our case 1 S I BA + BDB Biopsy HCC (MD)
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